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THE SURPRISES OF "STAGFLATION*

Ih.jrad.uc t .on

Expressing his uneasiness about certain deflationary policies 
of recent times, Jean DENIZET wrote in LE FIGARO of the 9th 
January 1977 that he wondered whether present wide spread assent 
to such devices was not merely due to the fact that very few of 
the peopla living to-day were, in the 1930s, of sufficient age 
to have a full personnal experience of the Depression, the true 
cua, that with a capital D,

It is indeed, from the outset, hard to see how the "inflation” 
problem can be given any priority over employment. One unemploy

ed man means a certain definite deadweight loss for the whole 
community § one point, up or down, in the price index means but 
u transfer of wealth frLrn one group to another.

On the most conservative estimates (notably excluding partial 
unomploynent), in the whole area of the developed countries hve-tu
(all the OECD KLNSNWrS except Portugal and Turkey), there were, 
in 1975» 8 million additional unemployed, as compared with the 
average i or 1960-73. ,,*4* 2.5. •*><*/.
Since average value-added per active person in these countries 
was, in the same year, 14,400 dollars, the loss in terms of 
total output amounted to around 115 billion dollars. In compa- 
:: lam: with that, the difference in the Oil bill amounted nomi- 

ly to 70 billions, but actually (when recycled petr©-dollars 
arc; suL'Hracted) to about half of this. Yet, it seems that this 
difference was at least one of the causes of this additional un- 
«>'•?. .-yincu-t, via the deflationary action of consumer governments, 
£ v ting to get out of the red, at the expense of one another.

Now, the only way for OECD countries to pay the extra oil-bill 
with no i etback for their economy would have been to produce 
about billion dollars more goods and services. Since a certain 

>incs loyrant of all factors already existed in the "pre-oil” 
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Such a si atement would only shift the difficulty from one plane 
onto another without removing it. First, if the ultimata goal is 
the n i ration of social output, all other targets can only bo 
evaluated in relation to their contribution, direct or indirect, 
to that foal and none of them could ever be an end in itself.
This near s that no consequence of the "inflation", short of pre- 
cit&lhjj . i areasing unemployment, could be more harmful than unes- 
pioyv^nt Itself. Second, external accounts can be bad for some 
wqWmiS < aovef for all of them at the same time.M .
Navor’ fefeuC\a ss, granting that for some undefined reason price 
ata.-.—liuj along with some of its immediate consequences should 
>: sought after for their own sake, we Lust acknowledge that

/ ) Tn '$ 74, a spokesman of the French Government declared over 
i a ■ rIsvision that to pay the higher oil bill it will ba 
ecs j •.$ary for the French people to work more than in the 

; >ist} something about equal to a thirteenth month in the 
yaai. It is notable, that a set of government actions 
conceived to make Frenchmen work the equivalent of one 
nom! more resulted, in fact, in making them work almost 
that much less.

pe:lol, all human and material inputs needed for this additional 
pre tictio i were right there and by a wide margin. Paradoxically, 
the individual reactions of these countries against the higher 
oil-bill resulted in producing 115 billion less. (*)

Yot, this is but a minor recession and the above figures are a 
mere trifle if compared with those of the 1930b* The latter are 
no terrific that it is hardly understandable how it is possible 
to taka tie slightest chances in that direction. However awkward 
th' rocial and technical problems arising from price instability 
as ch night be, their solution would scarcely become any easier 
with a x9iuced aggregate cake rather than with a maximized on®.

It r..;y 16 argued that "inflation" is not only harmful as such, 
that is, in the field of the distribution of income. It is prin
cipally harmful as the cause of other imbalances transcending 
this field, namely those affecting the external accounts of the 
n 5 t i on.
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nior-l.j p ’< sont-day policie s pursuing these aims have missed their 
ov/n potr t and turned out to be self-defeating processes.

This p i< notnnnon can be explained if we take into consideration 
tha fol owing circumstances.

1) Stabilization policies, inspired more or less by the old 
itativist precepts, are not only doomed to failure but 

furlhsrmore likely to have the opposite effect to-day, if 
only because the free interplay of market forces assumed by 
si he former doctrine no longer works, notably because of com- 
peiicCLtion payments received by ths unemployed which allow 
them to keap consuming after having ceased to produce.'

1

3)

framework for the quan- 
bsen expected, definitely 
transforming the entrepre:— 
a mark-up, that is, into

2) The disconnection of the currency from any real standard 
possessing an intrinsic value (predetermined by its own 
conditions of production), which has taken place lately, 
far from securing a more adequate 
tiL&tive mechanism, as would have 
thMirts its working. For it helps 

/
nov,r ’s profit from a residue into
an Exogenous component of the costs along with the other 

-j
exo; anous components, wages, rents, taxes etc. Prices are 
thus hooked to the sum total of factor remunerations (the 
labxer being predetermined by Institutional forces), and 
become rigid vis-L-vis the supply of money.

It so happens that price-elasticities of the demand are 
generally lower than what is necessary for the adjustment 
to taplace between the exchange rates and the relative 
domestic purchasing powers of floating currencies. As a 
result, currency depreciation^ contrary to all set ideas, 
ten I to enhance the trade balance deficit. For, in terms of 
foreign exchange, owing to the relative rigidity of the 
volume of exports and imports, proceeds from the former are 
reduced instead of being increased, while outlays for the 
at ter remain practically unchanged, instead of being re-
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du cod,

4J Autonomous, international capital movements are not necessarily 
direc;ed from the thriftless countries to the frugal. Certain 
austerity provisions taken by the latter are, on the contrary, 
likely to put the ftational capital to flight. Consequently, 
the balance of payments can get in the red and the currency 
cun be. depreciated prior to prices. In that case, given the 
rigidities mentioned in (3), it will be the foreign parity 
of itn currency which will determine the price level within 
a given country and not the other way round. Under these cir- * 
ciwist; nces, the anti-inflation policy will trigger off a 
cU.muli.tive process of more capital outflow, more devaluation 
and eventually more "inflation” instead of leas.

It is these fibur working hypotheses that the present project 
will have to test.

I. The immanent contradictions of current stabilization plans.

By any p;st traditional standard, inflation (without quotation 
rark.° ) u< ed to mean an excess of the nominal purchasing power 
(n: i Wil: ) over the aggregate output at a given set of prices. 
The rise of the general level of the latter was but the conse
quence os this imbalance.

It is t’ -- refors necessary to distinguish the rise of prices Srom 
•InfI-.'.tier , the latter being one of the possible causes of the 
former. Yat, to-day, more than ever, the term "inflation” is 
h-.:-ing up< d as a mere synonym of price rise, whatever the cause.

Tow, bard des being the effect of inflation, price rises is, in 
turn, oiu of the means (procured by free-market forces) to 
cancel or t inflation and re-equilibrate the system, bv^bringing 

tin? nonijal value of the supply upwards into line witn/demand. 

Another i ossibility is state interference, aiming cn the contrary, 
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nt curbin ; the demand downwards into line with/supply, by siffon- 
ing off t is excess purchasing power.

It is how ver clear that these two solutions do not constitute 
the oxclu itoe horns of a dilemma except in a situation of full 
e”>p.loykion of the factors of production (the situation of real 
inf’ation as Keynes put it). At any lower point, a third possibi- 
11 '..y of r'-equilibrating the system exists, at least technically: 
to 1gc ti! supply equalize the demand, not by enhancing its value 
tha physical volume remaining unchanged, but by Enhancing its 
volume, tie unLt values (prices) remaining unchanged $ in other 
words, by increasing production.

luv Car liar free-market economies, where there wars no cospensat- 
jfrn poyr. :? its to the unemployed, but where, nevertheless, wage 
riiny wore more or less rigid, this third way of re-equilibrat
ion was ka.rdly practicable. Because the additional production 
wonli have created additional equivalent purchasing power and the 
assumed initial excess of purchasing power - whatever its origin 
would not have been compensated for.

Tki'fe is no longer so, as soon as unemployment doles are distri- 
kuLtdl. Th j additional production, while adding to the side of 
Sappiy tfete, total additional value-added, would only add to the

of cGmand the difference between wages and doles, plus, of 
Cour S-fc , iJrA remunerations of those other factors which are paid 
only in proportion to actual production.

(More c. sr, in a situation where the general standard of liv
ing ii as high as in modern industrialized countries, the 
;:••?ntii ;ivaness of total household consumption to the fluct- 

vatio s of employment is considerably less than proportion
al to the latter. Factor owners are sticking as much as they 
can to their usual mode of life. They are compensating for 

the 1ack of remuneration, or the difference between remans - 
rati c i and dole, by dissaving and borrowing. This, in turn, 
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is, i-i modern capitalist economies, one of the most import
ant rntidotes against the chain-reaction process that for
mer J3 was leading to major crises. To-day, one sacked man 
la ora sacked man. He is not likely to make another worker 
redur iant by simply withdrawing from the market. In return, 
the greatest part of additional production is, under the 
circa^stances, being made with no creation of new purchas
ing piwor.)

ThiS means that under contemporary conditions the Phillips re — 
laHom. it reversed. Far from enhancing inflation, the increase 
O-F employment offsets the excess demand and far from deflating 
tJbJ?. VYxWtl&t-, unemployment tends to inflate it. The main vice of 
qcIuolS. sn si-inflation policies is that they make no allowance 
Fcr6* tifiiE rould-be paradox.

To W rULCS, there ar® discontinuity thresholds. Beyond a cart- 

ccvn. point, the inner contradiction of the process will blow up. 
Neither doles nor saving and borrowing could finance an ever 
JnCJ^asing unemployment. But this is precisely the danger of 

i
fctte enter irisej that i^ is always possible to make the prices 

do m. by continuously squeezing the demand. It only needs 
to on 'ar enough to provoke chain bankruptcies and, - -

a -wKjor crisis.

In feJke ea.’ly stages of an austerity plan, when the results ar® 
coin.trary to expectations, inflation being aggravated instead 
sI toeing checked, there are two possible reactions! 1) acknow- 
Le-d^; tha inadequacy of the policy and stop it, 2) conclude 

Hnoft the restrictions so far have not been drastic enough and 

^tremc^thah them. For various reasons, maiily connected with poll 
tical benefit and credibility, governments greatly prefer, all 

other things being equal, the second attitude. Thus, ths deflat
ion devices become in some way a eelf-substantiating process. 

4



producing the very situation which renders them necessary.

In some way, austerity plans attempt to deal in a Cartesian 
way with a system which is anything but Cartesian. Their 
implicit afterthought or explicit purpose is to reduce final 
consumption, by deflating consumable nominal income, and 
so curing inflation, while, at the same time, stimulating 
investment by direct ad-hoc incentives, and so avoiding de
pression.

Tills is simply logical. The less we consume, the more do 
w« save and Invest. Investment and consumption or, what 1 
amounts to the same thing, productive and unproductive con* tsumption are the two components of a given aggegatej the so
cial output. As such, they are, by their nature, inversely 
proportionate to each other?

The trouble is that in the capitalist system, contrary to any 
other laiown or merely conceivable system, the decision makers 
are unable to treat these magnitudes otherwise than as direct
ly proportionate to each other.

In all rthet systems, accumulation, i.e. investment, is a de
creasing function of unproductive consumption. In the capital
ist system, investment, that is, productive consumption is an 
increasing function of unproductive consumption.

Under the circumstances, attempting to stimulate investment 
or just to keep it going, in the very moment that final con
sumption is declining or just stagnating, is, whatever the 
direct incentives, as utopian as trying to square the circle.

In the last analysis, it seems that it is this basic contra
diction between Investment power and investment will (or 
between potential and actual investment), Inherent to market

Arghlri EMMANUEL?
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II. Inconvertible monetary systems and "stagflation".

On the basis of the classical definition of inflation - excess 
of the demand over the supply at the existing prices, whatever 
the level of the latter - •’stagflation” would have been not 
only ar inconceivable phenomenon but a mere contradiction in 
terms, since it would have coupled two notions that are mu
tually exclusive! overproduction on the one hand and overtrad
ing on the other.

Within that framework, if inflation was expected to lead to 
a price rise - at any rate it was through that manifestation 
that inflation has always been perceived - any price rise was 
not necessarily of inflationary origin, no more than 
fsnfim fall of a deflationary one.’Inflation and deflation were 
a rrtxri consistent with any price-level and any autonomous 
movement of prices in either direction.

To be sure, in a closed vystem, with a metallic standard and 
fixed parities, such autonomous movements of the general 

level are impossible, indeed meaningless in the long run, 
barring a change in the technical conditions of production 
of the standard itself.

But the system was never integrated enough to be closed. We 
had to deal with national economies each of which wa4 an open 
system as regards the rest of the world. Exchange rates, even 
if not freely floating, were not fixed for ever. Consequently, 
autonomous movements of the general level of prices, particu
larly short-term ones, were, in fact, frequent even under the 
most monetary fixity. This is, certainly, more so
under present conditions of worldwide absence of any standard, 
possessing its proper cost of production, along with condi-

economies, that most austerity plans came up against.
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tions of generalised rate flexibility*

1) The moat important single factor for an autonomous rise of 
the gen eral level of prices is, of course, the rise of wage 
rates* Here is also the point "par excellence" where the sort 
of monetary system we are in makes a tremendous difference.

Reasoning on the basis of the existence of a numeraire
commodity ^that is, on the assumption that the monetary 
standaid possesses an intrinsic value, based on its own pro
duction. costs), arid on that of perfect convertibility, Ri
cardo, Marx and all those who explicitly or implicitly acc
epted the exogenous determination of wages,have been demonstr
ating that a general variation of their rate affected only 
relative prices* On the social scale, it was countervailed 
by an inverse variation of profit rates.

These demonstrations are no longer valid when7gold or silver 
standard is abolished and all prices. Including thLt of labor
power, become nominal (expressed in terms of some paper-money,
thoroughly inconvertible and floating without limit in relat
ion to other currencies), that is when money becomes a mere 
unit of account*

In that case, entrepreneurs can quietly Incorporate wage in
creases in their cost of production while maintaining their 
usual mark-up* Both variables - wage and profit - then become 
independent *

The mathematic form will perhaps more clearly show the 
difference between the two cases.

In the usual Sraffa-type paradigm a k-process closed system
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If we assume a real standard and full convertibility of 
the currency, we must take one commodity (k) as the num4- 
rairs-commodity of the system and this will oblige us to 
add: p -- 1. In that case, all ps will have to be express
ed in terms of k, which means that all our prices are relat
ive prices and there is no such thing as a price-level.

Our variables being the k-1 price-ratios plus a unique w 
and a unique r, we have but one degree of freedom and as 
soon ns w is given our system becomes perfectly determined. 
Since r is then endogenously fixed, no possibility exists 
for a mark-up whatsoever. Any variation of w will entail an 
inverse variation of r.

Things are thoroughly changed if the monetary standard is 
not "produced" within the system but is a costless thing in 
unlimited supply. Prices expressed in terms of such a token
money become absolute prices and a general price-level ac
quirer a definite meaning. We then have k+2 variables 
(k prices plus one r plus one w), that is two degrees Lf 
freedom. Not only w, but r Itself has also to be given;
which means that nothing prevents the entrepreneurs from add
ing to their cost price any mark-up they wish.

In other words, under the actual monetary system, as it has 
evolve,d after the transformation of the gold exchange stand-, 
ard into a more or less pure dollar standard, employers have 
the possibility to pass on to prices, and so cancel ex post 

would be symbolised as follows 1
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in reil terms the wage increases they have been compelled 
to gr int ex ante in nominal terms. It is in that sense that 
wages to-day can constitute an independent factor of in
flation or, more properly speaking, of a rise in the level 
of prices.

We can put it otherwise, A rise in the absolute value of 
commo lities can mean nothing else than a fall of the re- 
lativ i value of one of themt money. When the latter is a 
real commodity (e.g. gold), for such a fall to happen 
(following a general increase of the quantity Lf it deliver
ed to the workers), it would need a labor intensity in the 
gold mines lower than the average in all other branches, 
and by as much as the proportion of wage increase. There 
is no reason to suppose such a peculiar combination. It 
follows that capitalists have, in that case, no means to 
take back from their employees in real terms what they have 
yield* d them in nominal ones. But when the employees receive 
paper dollars or francs, there is no predetermined ratio 
linking these things with the contents of the housewife's 
basket. Capitalists have therefore - at least under certain 
social-political conditions - the possibility of themselves 
fixiny this ratio by manipulating their selling prices,

2) Besides the wages, all other exogeneously priced factors, 
rents, interest, taxes etc., can equally generate an auto
nomous general prkce rise. As in the case of wages, this 
price rise. Improperly called "inflation* • sometimes "cost 
inflation* - has nothing to do with Inflation stricto sdnsu 
and r.ity perfectly be consistent and coexist with its con
trary, It is this last combination (with its contrary), that 
precisely constitutes the so-called "stagflation*.

The major reason of the negative results of most of the aus
terity plans seems to be that some of their provisions de
signed to deflate the demand, as, for example, Increases of 
taxes and Interest rate4., have the unwanted effect of "in
flating* the costs, and through them the prices themselves.
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1

This is why the distinction between real Inflation and mere 
cost rise* emphasized above, is not a mere theoretical sub
tle ty but a substantial point. The matter is Hot to merely 
distinguish, as it is usually stated, between two parallel 
causeh of the same phenomenonI demand-pull and cost-push 
factors of "inflation”. Nor is it enough to realize that in 
a situation in which there is simply no excess but lack of 
demand (as the first component of "stagflation” indicates^, 
fight ng imaginary demand-pull factors leads to real cost- 
push effects. The bearing of the distinction goes further 
than that. It reaches the background question of whether 
the ultimate determinant of the equilibrium prices is the 
market or the production.

Without re-entering this endless debate, it would perhaps 
be sufficient to point out that, whatever the • 
regarding a pure model of market economy, actual social 
reality has deprived the market of this attribute, if only 
because the price of the most important factor of product
ion, the labor power, is no longer part of its agenda. In 

f 

addition to that, the very Implements of the austerity plans, 
credit restrictions, taxes etc., deprive the market of any 
determining force on the other inputs.

Now, whatever the doctrine, the state of ths demand could 
influence equilibrium prices of final goods only if the 
latter could, in turn, influence the prices of their in
puts. It is therefore of the utmost absurdity to try to 
bear on the demand lever with a view to modifying prices of 
final goods, when our deliberate action consists in fixing 0 the prices of inputs prior to these of final goods.

3) Lastly, it seems that all these rigidities have the side 
effect of reversing the law of decreasing returns, at least 
within the limits of certain discontinuity thresholds.

In modern economies, the proportion of more or less irre
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movable white-collar staff, as well as of other invariable 
ovarall expenses (e.g. time depreciation of fixed capital), 
is so high that the fall of production as such and independ
ently of any variation of khe rates of factors remuneration, 
entails a rise of the unckt cost price. This is another causal 
link between the first and the second component kf *stag
flation".

It is noteworthy that in the background of such good per
formances in the field of price stability, as those of Ger
many end Switzerland, what can be traced is not some anti
inflation plan more drastic or more efficient than those of 
inflation-stricken countries, but rather the absence of any 
real "plan", if compared with these same countries. In the 
case of Italy, it is even remarkable that an acceleration 
of "irflation" coincided closely with the reinforcement of 
the Andreotti austerity plan.

4) Another link between the two components of "stagflation" is 
that the existence of the second, "inflation", prevents the 
first, stagnation from developing Into depression and crisis. 
This is because, despite the sluggishness of sales, the anti
cipation of further rise in prices induces entrepreneurs to 
dissave and Invest for fear of losing more by holding monet
ary assets than by keeping the production going.

This is a very Important point. When analyzing the present 
mihor recession we can scarcely discover any definite par
ticularity warranting the hope that it will not degenerate 
into some sort of pre-war hurricane but the fact that, con
trary to past conditions, to-day., when all other incentives 
to buy have disappeared, there still remains onet the belief 
that tie longer one puts off one's purchases the higher the 
price will be.

Ill. domestic prices and trade balance.

The read of a positive or equilibrated trade balance is one 



of the last-resort arguments of the upholders of austerity 
plans. It is grounded on the postulate that not only the 
volume, but even the value of a country's er ports is a de- 
creasing function, and the value of its imp< rts an increas
ing function, of the level of prices in that country.

In other words the trade-balance argument ik grounded on 
the assumption of a price-elasticity of the demand greater 
than unity. This is one of the most wtubbori set ideas of 
Political Economy. However, here again, contemporary reality, 
namely that of OECD countries during recent years, seems 
to invalidate old "obviousnesses*.

In order to calculate these elasticities on the international 
market, we should reduce national differentials of ’’infla
tion" to a common denominator, that is, we should take into 
account devaluations and/or revaluations of respective nation
al currencies. It is senseless to compare, as is often done, 
the evolution of English prices in terms of pounds sterling 
with that of German in terms of DM.

If this reduction were made, the comparison would probably 
turn out to show thckt as far as the foreign customer is con
cerned English prices have risen less than Garman. Recipro
cally, as far as consumers in both countries are concerned, 
it would be discovered that import prices compete better 
with local products in Germany than in England. Yet trade 
balance has been improving in Germany, deteriorating in 
England.

There is some evidence that price-elasticities of demand 
- quite high for standard commodities - fall off consider
ably for the sophisticated products of the advanced indus
trialized countries, whose specificity is, v oreover, strong
ly enhanced by modern advertizing msthods.

If it were found out that these phenomena are not Just errat 
ic "perversities" but the outcome of structural features of

4k Arghiri EMMANUEL
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IV. Fxohangt rates and capital movements.

It could be argued that modifications of exchange parities 
are but the effect of the differentials in the movements of 
domestic prices. Therefore, if devaluating countries, Italy, 
the U.K., France, have a negative trade balance, this must 
ultimately be attributed to domestic inflation.

The argument would be valid, if depreciation of the currency 
abroad followed in time and equalled in degree the loss of 
purchasing power at home, if, in other words, it merely can
celled out the gap between the two values of the currency, 
within and outside the country.

These last years, however, more and more empirical evidence 
has been accumulated showing that the weakness of certain 
currencies certainly overrated and probably preceded the 
trend:? of "inflation* within respective countries.

In fact, what the abftve argument overlooked was the existence 
of a i ;onomouB movements of capital, unrelated to trade ba
lance j, draining Central Banks of their reserves and result
ing i i devaluations, whether formal or informal. These move
ments are not necessarily linked with the evolution of do
mestic prices. Following Immediately the capital gains tax
ation in France, early in 1976, an important outflow of ca
pital took place. The drain was more than the Bank of France 
could afford and the latter let the Franc out of the "snake*.

ocontest pirary, imperfectly competitive, market economies of 
the advanced countries, it would become obvious that some 
of the policies, lately implemented in OECD countries, run 
180* off their goals, pn. so far as these countries strived 
to become more competitive on the international market by 
both enacting "austerity* plans at home and letting their 
currency slacken abroad.
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After several ups and downs* the latter lost, within a few 
month,;* about 10$ of its value against the average of the 
main OECD currencies. This devaluation has nothing to do 
Uith prices* as regards its origin. As regards, however, its 
effects* it automatically puts up the prices of imported 
goodj by the same percentage. Even if we dismiss the alleged 
existence of further "spread" effects* it remains the direct 
impact on the index in strict proportion to the Imports/GN? 
ratio, which is far from being negligible.

Now, in this particular case* the main aim of the French 
Gover:unent in introducing the tax was social equity. But 
similar measures are sometimes geing taken in the wake of 
an ansi- "inflation" policy. We have MHemMw^other case where 
acts and doings designed to relieve the market of an imagin
ary excess demand may result in burdening the costs with a 
raal rxtra charge and so have a diametrically opposite 
effect on domestic prices. This reversal is linked with an 
equally unexpected opposite effect of the same acts and 
doing! on external accounts and foreign trade.

An outstanding example of an Imported and* at the same time* 
two-w xy distortion is the "oil" operation. On the one hand* 
of coirse* we have the direct upward effect on prices in the . 
oil-cansuming countries) but, on the other hand, to the ex
tent that Arab countries had been unable to really "collect" 
their dollars* that is to transform them into real values, 
they orovoked a trade defficlt in the area of consuming 
countries as a whole* and this had undoubtedly a deflation
ary effect. It is the same effect as if an equivalent tax 
had bxen levied Uithout a corresponding outlay.

Now, if we assimilated price rise to Inflation* we should 
say t lat oil increases had a Joint* deflationary and inflat
ionary, effect* which is absurd) if we distinguish them pro
perly, we must say that it Just had a "stagflationist" effect( 
that is* deflationary though price raising effect, which


